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SECTOR ASSESSMENT: PUBLIC SECTOR MANAGEMENT 

I. Background  
 
1. Since the launch of the economic reforms in the late 1980s, Viet Nam has achieved 
impressive economic growth. Now, Viet Nam is emerging as a middle-income country and is 
entering a critical phase of development. The Government faces an increasingly complex market 
economy that is becoming more integrated with the global economy. Moreover, the government 
is at crossroads in terms of improving its public sector management. Significant enhancements 
of public sector capacity will be required to meet the demands of Viet Nam’s emerging, dynamic 
market economy. At the macro-economic level, the Government will need to enhance its capacity 
to effectively implement monetary and fiscal policies, to supervise the financial system, and to 
improve strategic development planning. At the sector level, the government will need to 
strengthen planning, preparation and analysis of investment projects, as well as reform the 
inefficient state-owned enterprise (SOE) sector. At the same time, there is a serious need for 
ongoing capacity building to develop modern and effective budgetary and public investment 
practices, and an effective system of accountability. At the micro level, higher levels of 
development mean citizens have higher expectations regarding the quality of services and 
products provided by the public sector. Higher quality public services and quality public 
administrative services require improved institutions, policies and human resources.  
 
2. Adding to these challenges is an ongoing process of fiscal decentralization which is 
creating new challenges for service delivery. Provincial governments are now responsible for just 
over 50% of total government expenditure. At the same time, provincial governments tend to lack 
the capacity of the national government to plan and implement projects. With 58 provinces and  
5 major cities, inter-provincial coordination over major infrastructure investments has become 
more difficult. While disclosure requirements have been enhanced, survey results continue to 
highlight that both private sector and civil society have difficulty accessing provincial budgets and 
associated information.1 
 
II. Sector challenges 
 
3. The Government of Viet Nam and the World Bank jointly published “Viet Nam 2035” in 
2016.2 This report describes how Viet Nam’s stagnant productivity and weak environment for 
private-sector development are attributable to gaps in state effectiveness. Viet Nam’s unique 
history has produced public sector institutions that are commercialized and fragmented and that 
face insufficient scrutiny by citizens. To achieve its ambition of becoming an upper-middle 
income country by 2035, Viet Nam will need to implement significant public sector reforms, 
including more coherent government structures and a stronger, more meritocratic bureaucracy. 
These efforts will rest on three supporting pillars: (i) enhancing the accountability and impact of 
public expenditure and fiscal management, and its ability to deliver investments that support 
economic development; (ii) ensuring a more competitive and productive domestic economy by 
restructuring and equitizing state-owned enterprises and shifting the government’s role from 
being an owner to a regulator of capital; and (iii) creating an enabling environment for domestic 
enterprises by strengthening the institutional foundations of the market economy, with emphasis 
on protecting property rights and enforcing competition policies. 
 

                                                
1
  PAPI. 2015. Provincial Governance and Public Administration Index. Ha Noi. (available at www.papi.vn). 

2
 Government of Viet Nam and World Bank. 2016. Viet Nam 2035: Towards Prosperity, Creativity, Equity and 

Democracy. Ha Noi.  

http://www.adb.org/Documents/RRPs/?id=50051-001-3
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A. Public expenditure and fiscal management (PEFM) 
 

4. 2013 PEFA Summary. In 2013, the government published the first Public Expenditure 
Financial Accountability (PEFA) assessment, which provided a snapshot of the PEFM 
performance in terms of: i) budget credibility; ii) comprehensiveness and transparency;  
iii) operation of budget cycle (including budget arrangements, predictability and control in budget 
execution, accounting, reporting, and auditing); and iv) donor practices.  
 
5. Budget credibility. The PEFA highlighted that the treatment of excess revenue carried 
forward to finance expenditure in the following year was inconsistent with international best 
practices. This policy makes it difficult to discern the underlying fiscal stance of any given fiscal 
year and deprives the annual budget of its credibility.  

 
6. Comprehensiveness and transparency. Some elements of revenue and expenditure are 
treated as off-budget even though they were still budgeted, reported, disclosed and audited 
annually. Reports submitted to the National Assembly did not provide for a consistent 
presentation through all stages– from budget preparation to execution and final account reporting 
–of the budget process.  

 
7. Operation of budget cycle. The PEFA identified predictability and control of budget 
execution, and the quality and timeliness of budget reports and financial statements as the 
primary weaknesses. No forward estimates of fiscal aggregates were prepared to formulate each 
successive year’s annual budget and there was limited coordination given to the future recurrent 
costs of maintaining and operating the assets created out of current and past investment 
decisions. Consolidated financial statements for the whole of the government were also not yet in 
line with international accounting standards.  

 
8. Donor practices. The PEFA found that out-turns of budget support often diverge widely 
from earlier indications of donor support and quarterly projections of disbursements were not 
available. 
 
9. Recent reform initiatives. The new Law on Procurement (LOP) became effective on  
1 July 2014, together with several implementing Decrees.3 These reforms have continued 
progressively align Viet Nam’s procurement practices with internationally accepted principles and 
donor policies. In December 2014, the National Assembly passed the new Public Investment 
Law (PIL), which covers the management and use of public capital. The PIL, together with its 
accompanying decrees, looks to address the gaps in the legal framework and to define the basic 
principles governing public investment, including transparency, quality and efficiency.4 The PIL 
introduces a 5-year Medium-term Investment Plan (MTIP) which should help strengthen financial 
planning for multi-year projects. In June 2015, the National Assembly approved the revised the 
State Budget Law (SBL). This is the first revision of the SBL since 2002, and integrates a number 
of off-budget expenditures into the general budget. The SBL also seeks to address some of the 
shortcomings of fiscal decentralization by providing more detail over revenue and expenditure 
assignments throughout the four administrative levels. It also introduces a medium-term 
expenditure framework to strengthen budget planning. The procurement framework of has also 
evolved since 2013. 

                                                
3
  Decree 63/2014/ND-CP dated 26 June 2014, detailing the implementation of the new LOP regarding selection of 

bidders, and Decree 30/2015/ND-CP detailing provisions of the new LOP regarding selection of investors. 
4
 Accompanying decrees include Decree on Medium-Term Investment Planning, Decree on Public Investment 

Supervision and Evaluation. Decree on ODA Utilization and Management, and Decree on Investment through Public 
Private Partnership. 
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10. Infrastructure and service quality remains poor. Between 2010 and 2014, Viet Nam’s 
infrastructure expenditures represented an average 11% of GDP per year, one of the highest 
levels in South East Asia. Yet, Viet Nam consistently ranks below its regional competitors in 
terms of infrastructure quality.5 Similar deficiencies also show up in public services sectors such 
as education and health care. In education, despite sustained increases in government spending 
over the past 5 years, almost every province has been struggling to meet minimum quality 
criteria set by the government. These criteria specify that teachers should not give preferential 
treatment to students taking their own extracurricular classes, the number of students in each 
class should be 36 or below, there should be access to drinking water and clean toilets at 
schools and school administrators should inform parents about the school’s revenue and budget 
expenditure. In health care sector, public satisfaction with the quality of public hospitals has 
fallen to the lowest level in five years.6 User feedback shows that public district hospitals 
continue to face problems with patients sharing beds, excessive waiting times for treatment, dirty 
treatment rooms, and at times, ineffective treatment.  
 
11. Various indicators measuring the effectiveness of PEFM suggest that these outcomes are 
linked to weak PEFM systems. Weak public procurement and tendering processes favor 
domestic and state-owned firms and often lead to poor the delivery of inferior infrastructure 
projects. Suboptimal spending on maintenance of public assets, such as railways, roads, public 
schools and hospitals, translates to accelerated deterioration in quality of these assets. At the 
same time, erosion of the tax revenue base means that public servants, teachers and doctors 
and nurses in public hospitals are poorly compensated, reducing their incentive to improve 
service quality. All told, these issues have largely mitigated the pro-poor effects of higher budget 
spending on infrastructure and services. 
 
12. Remaining challenges. The challenges facing Viet Nam can be described under 2 key 
themes: weaknesses in public procurement and tendering, and weaknesses in fiscal and 
budgetary management. Within the latter category, there are four main binding constraints to 
effective fiscal and budget management. First, allocation of public resources is inefficient and 
there is little consideration of the future recurrent costs of maintaining and operating the assets 
created as a result of investment decisions. Fiscal risks are poorly identified and managed, 
leading to unexpected fiscal costs and limiting the government’s ability to develop systems to 
track and mitigate these risks. The oversight and evaluation of budget implementation is weak, 
leading to poor monitoring and limited accountability for results by budget managers. Finally, 
domestic resource mobilization is inefficient which limits the funds available for public 
expenditure. These constraints compromise the impact of public expenditure on infrastructure 
quality and service delivery, thereby slowing poverty reduction and progress against objectives 
encapsulated in the Government’s Socio-Economic Development Plan (SEDP), 2016–2020. 
 
13. Weak public procurement and tendering. Despite recent progress, significant challenges 
remain.7 The new LOP does not provide a level playing field between private bidders and those 
wholly or partially owned by the State. For example, provisions in Decree 63 (including those 
related to conflicts of interest) do not forbid situations where, for example, a bidder that is 

                                                
5
  According to the Global Competitiveness Index, in 2015, Viet Nam ranked 81

st
 out of 144 countries, well behind 

Malaysia (25
th

), People’s Republic of China (46
th

), Thailand (48
th

), Indonesia (56
th

).  
6
  See PAPI. 2015. Provincial Governance and Public Administration Index. Ha Noi.  

7
 In 2013, ADB received 18 integrity related complaints involving Viet Nam’s operations. Historically, the highest 

numbers of complaints originate in the ANR and transport sectors. Similarly, the World Bank reports that Viet Nam 
had the second highest number of corruption complaints amongst its clients, with the transport, information 
communication and technology, and water sectors being the biggest offenders. With 189 complaints in 2009–2014, 
Viet Nam is only behind India with 308 complaints. 
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partially or fully owned by the State receives a subsidy from the State. Likewise, a procuring 
agency can contract with an enterprise in which it owns less than 30% of its equity, but the 
procuring agency and bidder are able to influence each other’s decisions through third parties.  
In addition, the new LOP discourages the participation of foreign bidders by requiring them to 
associate with Vietnamese bidders “either in form of a joint venture or subcontracting, except 
when domestic contractors are not capable of executing any portion of the procurement 
package”.8 Moreover, foreign bidders are not permitted to participate in national biddings.9 The 
new LOP and Decree 63 also provide for myriad of preferential schemes involving domestic 
goods, domestic bidders in works, domestic consultants, small enterprises and enterprises that 
employ certain number of female staff, handicapped staff and soldier invalids.  
 
14. The new LOP incorporates weaknesses in bid evaluation and award criteria. The 
procuring agency cannot use a merit point (scoring) system for evaluations covering goods and 
works packages. Subjective evaluation criteria (e.g. points given for goods originating from 
certain countries, reputation of bidders) are allowed and clarifications can be provided through 
face-to-face meetings. Finally, the lack of an independent, widely-trusted bidder complaint 
handling mechanism makes it difficult to uncover hidden biases and other abuses during the 
tendering process. The complaint handling mechanism is flawed and makes it difficult to isolate 
cases where procuring entities are rigging specifications and qualification criteria to favor a 
particular bidder. Finally, the new LOP allows procurement complaints to be sent to court but this 
process is costly and time consuming and thus, not preferred by bidders.  
 
15. Weaknesses in fiscal and budgetary management. Viet Nam faces substantial challenges 
in the effective allocation of public finances, owing in large part to shortcomings in its planning 
and budgeting processes. Within the development budget, investment projects are not well 
aligned with socioeconomic development plans. Competition among the provinces combines with 
weak appraisal processes to produce investments that are both economic and technically 
inefficient. Over the past two decades, Viet Nam has progressively devolved responsibilities to its 
sub-national governments (provinces, districts and communes). More than half of the state 
budget is now spent by subnational governments.10 Further, there is a lack of systems to ensure 
transparency and accountability. Revenue and expenditure assignments between the bottom 
three levels of government are not clearly defined. The budgets for these three levels of 
government are included within a single budget framework. In practice, many spending 
responsibilities are not supported by adequate budgetary resources and it is sometimes unclear 
which level of government is responsibility for what. There have also been attempts over recent 
years to introduce medium-term budget planning. These efforts have been frustrated by 
challenges with revenue forecasting and complicated by Viet Nam’s dual budget and high levels 
of decentralization. The new SBL integrates a number of off-budget expenditures into the general 
budget. It also seeks to address some of the shortcomings of fiscal decentralization by providing 

                                                
8
  See Paragraph 1(h) Article 5 of Viet Nam’s 2014 Law on Procurement. 

9
  See Paragraph 15 Article 4 of Viet Nam’s 2014 Law on Procurement. 

10
 Devolution offers a number of potential advantages, bringing decision making closer to the communities it serves 
and encouraging competition among provinces in the provision of goods and services. However, devolution in 
Vietnam has encountered capacity deficits at the sub-national level. Many of Vietnam’s 63 provinces are too small to 
enable efficient planning of infrastructure, leading to a proliferation of airports, deep-sea ports and industrial parks 
well in excess of need. As a result, Vietnam has more than 20 airports, 24 deep-sea ports, 18 economic zones and 
260 industrial parks, in many cases located too close to each other and without regard to demand, resulting in low 
utilization rates. The 2012 Vietnam Development Report concluded that, while devolving infrastructure development 
to the provinces had unleashed tremendous competitive energy, it also made it almost impossible to link 
investments to the strategic needs of the country or the market. 
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more detail on the revenue and expenditure assignments of the four administrative levels. It will 
also introduce a medium-term expenditure framework to strengthen budget planning.11 
 
16. Fiscal risks are poorly identified and managed, leading to unexpected fiscal costs and 
limiting the Government’s ability to develop systems to track and mitigate these risks. Public 
investment in Viet Nam is currently governed by a large number of different laws and legal 
instruments, including the LIA, SBL, LOP, Construction Law, and the State Assets and Property 
Management Law as well as their supporting decrees. This complex legal framework contains 
both gaps and overlaps. Parts of the project management cycle are not properly regulated. In 
particular, rules on program identification and project results chain evaluation are weak. 
Provinces and line agencies submit long lists of projects for which funding has been requested, 
without being required to undertake proper project results logical chains evaluation.12 In principle, 
the new SBL requires all public revenue and expenditure to be included in the state budget. 
However, a significant proportion of expenditure has not yet been integrated into the budget. For 
example, revenue raised from government bonds is allocated outside the budget for priority 
infrastructure, and various other revenues are also off-budget. There are more than  
30 off-budget funds, at national or local levels, each established under a different law and 
government decision. They are approved by the National Assembly and under the supervision of 
Ministry of Finance. However, there is no consolidated financial reporting covering the revenue 
and expenditures of these funds.  
 
17. Viet Nam also faces a range of barriers to effectively monitoring and evaluating its pubic 
investment. These barriers include a lack of rigorous project selection and appraisal, poor 
linkages between investment decisions and development strategies, and weaknesses in 
decentralization. As a result, infrastructure development is fragmented. Government agencies 
and the National Assembly have recognized these challenges and have made some efforts to 
address them including the issuance of the PIL and an Action Plan for Public Investment 
Restructuring. Among other measures, the PIL introduces a medium-term Public Investment 
Plan (PIP), in place of annual plans, and new measures to strengthen the identification and 
appraisal of public investment.13 The State Audit Agency (SAV) was granted operational 
independence under the 2006 State Audit Law. The SAV reports to the National Assembly which 
elects the State Auditor-General for a 7-year term renewable once. The SAV’s audit scope 
extends to all units of government and state-owned enterprises. However, resource limitations 
have reduced the SAV’s effective annual audit coverage to only 50–60% of all the government 
units.14  
 
18. Finally, domestic resource mobilization is inefficient. Viet Nam compares favorably in the 
region in terms of tax revenue productivity but the base has been eroded. The recent 

                                                
11

  The PIL should go a long way to addressing the current gaps in the legal framework. It defines the basic principles 
governing public investment, including transparency, quality and efficiency. The law introduces a 5-year, Medium-
term Investment Plan (MTIP), which should help to strengthen financial planning for multi-annual projects. While 
the law includes new requirements for the monitoring and evaluation of projects in the MTIP, the approach to 
managing for development results remains relatively weak. 

12
  In many cases, projects are funded that are either technically or economically unsound. Because planning and 

resource allocation is done purely on an annual basis, multi-annual projects are often commenced without the 
funds being available to complete them. 

13
  World Bank. 2014. Viet Nam Fiscal Transparency Review: Analysis and Stakeholder Feedback on State Budget 

Information in the Public Domain. Washington DC. 
14

  In addition to its work on the annual budget execution statements and its general (financial and compliance) audit 
examinations of Ministries, provinces and districts, SAV undertakes a range of performance audits directed at 
specific issues related to the operation of systems. Its audit work meets international public auditing (INTOSAI) 
standards, and the point of view of audited units is taken into account in its reports. 
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International Monetary Fund Article IV report highlights that tax and tariff reductions and 
exemptions have contributed to a downward trend over the last 5 years in revenues as a share of 
GDP, resulting in an expansionary revenue stance in cyclically adjusted terms. In 2016, the 
deficit is projected to represent 4–5% of GDP (GFS 2001). Revenue has been reduced through a 
cut in the corporate income tax rate from 25 to 22 percent, continued tariff reductions, and 
exemptions to favored firms. At the same time, the VAT rate was halved for certain housing 
projects and a further corporate income tax rate reduction, to 20%, is planned for 2016. Efforts 
are now being made to broaden the revenue base, but buoyancy is weak. Improved 
administration measures including reducing tax evasion and arrears, discouraging tax fraud, and 
streamlining value added tax refund procedures have been introduced. Profitable SOEs have 
been required to pay dividends since 2013–14 and the collection of tax arrears has been 
improving, although the amounts outstanding are significant (roughly 7% of current tax yields). 
Thus the tax administration needs to make greater efforts to manage arrears effectively.15  

 
B. Reducing the role of the state as an owner of capital  
 
19. Changing the role of the state to that of a regulator. State commercialization in  
Viet Nam refers to the continuing participation of the state in economic activity directly through 
SOEs, and indirectly through very close links with an exclusive segment of the domestic private 
sector. Viet Nam is not alone in having influential vested interests, but the degree to which 
relationships to the state are integral to economic success is unusually high. Commercialized 
state institutions have ensured that land and capital allocations are guided as much by arbitrary 
administrative decisions as by efficient market signals. 
 
20. State-market relations will have to reflect a clearer division between the public and private 
spheres. The state’s role in the economy needs to be transformed from a producer to an 
effective regulator and facilitator. Specifically, government agencies involved in economic 
regulation should focus on providing a level playing field in the economy with enforcement of free 
and fair competition and more secure and transparent property rights, particularly around land 
issues. This will require the state to significantly reduce its SOE portfolio, strengthen corporate 
governance of the remaining SOEs, and stop giving preferential treatment to SOEs and closely 
linked private companies. The State should not engage in business of any kind, to avoid the 
appearance and reality of conflicts of interest. In addition, there needs to be an independent and 
more capable, meritocratic judiciary to enforce rules and provide a level playing field. 
 
21. SOE reform must be accelerated. In the early 1990s, a number of small unprofitable 
enterprises were equitized. In the mid-1990s, the government deepened its SOE reform effort by 
reorganizing many of its larger SOEs into 17 general corporations reporting to the Prime 
Minister, along with 77 special general corporations under the control of line ministries and 
provincial people’s committees. By 2002, the government had established 94 general 
corporations that included 1,605 member SOEs. Then, in 2014, the Prime Minister approved the 
restructuring and equitization plans of 17 economic groups. Line ministries approved the 
restructuring plans of 50 general corporations. Overall, 3,759 SOEs were equitized between 
1999 and 2013. The remaining SOEs have begun to divest their riskier noncore operations and 
have strengthened their financial disclosures.  

                                                
15

 The IMF’s Article IV recommends that reversing the decline in the revenue to GDP ratio is a top priority for fiscal 
sustainability. This includes broadening the tax base by eliminating exemptions, reducing incentives, introducing a 
property tax, and including pensions under personal income tax. Forgoing the planned reduction in the corporate 
income tax rate would contribute around ⅓ percentage points of GDP in revenue, and making permanent the 
requirement for SOEs to pay dividends to the budget would also contribute importantly. Strengthening administration 
could return revenue productivity to past higher levels and result in significant revenue gains. 
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22. While progress has been made, challenges remain. Reform efforts have lost momentum 
as many of the remaining SOEs are more difficult to equitize due to their complex ownership and 
management structures, and their unquantified financial and debt obligations. SOE restructuring 
to date has concentrated on rearranging business activities and structures between the parent 
company, subsidiaries and affiliates. Financial restructuring measures have included refinancing 
debt and equity. However, more fundamental reforms will be required encompassing 
comprehensive modifications to control and governance. To date, equitizations have targeted the 
sale of minority, non-controlling stakes with the government retaining control as the largest 
shareholder. Private sector strategic partners have limited ability to reshape these companies 
into globally competitive enterprises. While the proportion of state ownership overall has 
declined, the government continues to emphasize the importance of retaining control over many 
“strategic sectors”, particularly those sectors related to public infrastructure and service delivery. 
As a result, few SOEs operate on strict commercial terms with management independence, profit 
orientation, hard budget constraints, and accountability for results. Improving SOE performance 
in these sectors will require an overhaul of the government’s competition policies, regulatory 
oversight and corporate governance standards.  
 

C. Enabling private sector and business development  
 

23. Ongoing integration is driving reforms. WTO accession in 2007 and recent free trade 
agreements with partners such as the European Union and the Republic of Korea have led to 
reductions in tariffs and duties while opening up numerous sectors to foreign investment. Recent 
progress on the trans-pacific partnership (TPP) and the ongoing process of Association of 
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) economic integration (AEC) will maintain this momentum, and 
increase pressure on the government to accelerate efforts to; reduce state ownership in 
enterprises seeking to access foreign markets, enhance protection of intellectual property, 
introduce more stringent labor standards, and further remove tariff and non-tariff barriers to 
trade.16  
 
24. The open business environment provides untapped benefits for the domestic 
economy. Viet Nam exhibits a two-stage economy. Strong foreign direct investment (FDI) has 
boosted exports which are driving economic growth over the near-term horizon. However, 
domestic private enterprises continue to exhibit low productivity and have yet to exploit Viet 
Nam’s participation in the Global Value Chain (GVC). A striking feature of Viet Nam’s export-
oriented manufacturing operations is the relatively high value of imported components going into 
the final assembly process.17 Most local firms, particularly small- and medium- size enterprises 
(SMEs), remain focused on the domestic market, or are exporting commodities with little value-
added. These entities lack the capacity to export directly or service larger export-focused foreign 
investors.  

 
25. These issues can be traced, in large part, to inconsistencies in the legal framework for 
small and medium-sized enterprises, (SME’s), which comprise up to 70% of total formal 
employment.  Implementation and enforcement of polices and laws are inconsistent, particularly 

                                                
16

  The economic benefits to Viet Nam of the AEC are expected to increase Viet Nam’s cumulative national income by 
1% to 3%. Viet Nam is also well positioned to benefit from TPP.  The cumulative addition to GDP has been 
estimated to range between 8% to double-digits by 2035, significantly higher than other TPP countries. The Free 
Trade Area of the Asia-Pacific and the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership also present significant 
potential benefits but each is in a less advanced stage of negotiations relative to TPP. Top-down multilateral trade 
integration is also being be complemented by important sub-regional collaborations, including that within the 
Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS). 

17
  For example, in footwear and garments, 50-60% of the final assembled products consist of imported products. 
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at the provincial level. Many SME’s are also constrained by competition from larger, but less 
productive, SOE’s which often receive preferential access to capital and other benefits.  As a 
result, Viet Nam’s SME’s are struggling to meet the competitive challenges created by the 
progressive opening of their markets to global competition. Business perception surveys have 
also identified a wide variation in the business regulatory environment across the 63 provinces of 
Viet Nam. There is need for greater transparency and disclosure of information related to  
policy-making, as well as for a more transparent and effective regulatory environment that 
enables all enterprises to compete on equal terms. 
 
III. Government's strategy to address critical sector challenges  
 

26. The Government of Viet Nam has recognized the importance of improving public sector 
management and has included it as a strategic priority of its Socio-Economic Development 
Strategy 2011–2020. Improving Public Sector management is one of the four pillars of its 
associated Socio-Economic Development Plan, 2016–2020.18 While issues associated with 
improving public sector management cut across many government agencies, the Finance Sector 
Strategy (2012–2020), which was developed by the Ministry of Finance, lays out the specific 
priorities of the Government in meeting most of these objectives. These include: (i) increasing 
the efficiency and effectiveness of public financial management and resource mobilization 
systems and strengthening the capacity of provincial governments; (ii) restructuring of state 
enterprises to support a more level playing field and facilitate growth of private enterprise; and 
(iii) creating the necessary regulatory and legal conditions for private sector development with an 
emphasis on encouraging small and medium enterprises. 
 

IV. Past assistance, lessons and future priorities   
 
27. Past assistance. Under the Viet Nam Country Partnership Strategy, 2012–2015, ADB 
has continued its long-standing support for policy reforms in public sector management. The 
Supporting Civil Service Reform technical assistance project supported the implementation of 
Viet Nam’s first Law on Civil Servants.19 The project also provided for more transparent and fair 
procedures in the allocation of work, and required that specific duties and responsibilities be 
established and widely disseminated. The SOE reform and corporate governance facilitation 
program has supported  the corporate, operational, and financial restructuring of selected 
individual SOEs on a pilot basis—with a view to developing a general approach to guide the 
reform and restructuring of remaining large SOEs.20 The first and second tranches of this 
program have been completed, with a third tranche planned for delivery in 2016.21  In 2011, the 
Asian Development Bank (ADB) supported the Economic Management Competitive Credit 
(EMCC) Program.22 This program was a joint development partner budget support program 

                                                
18

  MPI. 2011. Socio-Economic Development Plan, 2011–2015. Ha Noi (November). This is the first of the two 5-year 
plans to implement the strategy for 2011–2020. 

19
  ADB. 2008. Technical Assistance to the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam for Supporting Civil Service Reform. Manila 

20
  ADB. 2009. Report and Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors for the Proposed Multitranche  

Financing Facility to the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam for the SOE Reform and Corporate Governance Facilitation 
Program. Manila 

21
  The MFF with an allocation of a total of $630 million ($600 million ordinary capital resources (OCR); $30 million 

Asian Development Fund (ADF)) has been structured into a three-tranche program. Under each tranche, the OCR 
loan component has been designed to support financial restructuring of the SOE’s balance sheet, while the ADF 
loan component has provided resources to help them in implementing corporate and organizational restructuring, 
with a particular focus on strengthening governance standards. 

22
   ADB. 2014. Report and Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors for the Proposed Policy-Based 

Loan to the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam for the Improving Competitiveness Program. Manila. 
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which was aligned to the government’s reform priorities.23 The program targeted reform in six 
policy areas, including the banking sector, fiscal policy, public sector administration and 
accountability, state enterprise management, public investment management, and the business 
environment. The EMCC consisted of a programmatic series of three policy-based operations 
(EMCC 1–3) implemented during 2013–2016.24  
 
28. The Mekong Business Initiative was established in 2015, with cofinancing from the 
Australian Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, to provide a mechanism for delivering policy 
advice to promote private sector development, business formalization, and growth in value 
chains in the Greater Mekong Subregion.25 The initiative has provided technical assistance to 
assist the government implement its recent high-level public financial management reforms. 
These reforms have focused on improving the allocation of public financial resources, enhancing 
budget credibility and strengthening the oversight, monitoring and evaluation of budget 
implementation.26 
 
29. ADB has also provided  a range of smaller, ad-hoc, support aimed at: (i) enhancing the 
efficiency of externally financed public investments, (ii) improving civil service capacity and 
management; (iii) strengthening monitoring and evaluation systems with more accurate and 
timely performance monitoring; and, (iv) supporting the preparation of the Socio-Economic 
Development Plan 2011-2020 and the Socio-Economic Development Strategy, 2016–2020. 
Assistance has also been provided support drafting of the amended Competition Law, the 
revised Procurement Law, and the related Decision that regulates investment through public-
private partnerships.  
 
30. Lessons. The final review of ADB’s CPS, 2012–2015, and overall engagement in public 
sector management was rated as likely successful. However, a number of important lessons 
were taken on board. In the case of SOE reform, the impact of ADB assistance has been 
enhanced through the development of a sequential, long-term, program of support. This long-
term program has encouraged deep policy engagement, harnessing internal technical expertise 
and establishing ADB as an important source of knowledge and financial assistance for the 
government. In other instances, however, ADB technical assistance has not been strongly linked 
to a long-term strategy for encouraging and supporting major policy and institutional reform. In 
some cases, requests for support have been dealt with in an ad-hoc manner, which has led to a 
wide array of activities with few synergies between them. This has limited ADB’s ability to fully 
harness its financial, leverage and knowledge resources. Further while broadly successful, a joint 

                                                
23

 EMCC partners include the World Bank, ADB, the Government of Australia, the Canadian International 
Development Agency, the Department for International Development, the Japan International Cooperation Agency, 
and the Swiss State Secretariat for Economic Affairs. 

24
  ADB only provided support for EMCC-2, as EMCC-1 included policy actions related to other program loans and by 

EMCC-3 reviews of ADB support had raised concerns about the excessively broad ranging scope of the program. 
An important lesson from this program is that ADB’s future policy-based lending should be more focused on a small 
number of crucial issues that enable ADB to strengthen the analytical underpinning of selected policy actions, and 
improve monitoring and communication of program impact. 

25
   ADB. 2012. Supporting the Second Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises Development Program. Manila. 

26
  Specific activities include: (i) strengthening domestic and international capital mobilization and management by 

provincial governments; (ii) enhancing regulatory frameworks and information systems supporting the strategic 
management of state infrastructure assets; (iii) building the capacity of the National Assembly to enforce budget 
screening and monitoring functions as  under the new SBL; (iv) reviewing the legal frameworks for the use of state 
government guarantees, improving fiscal transparency and better managing fiscal risk; and (v) supporting the 
implementation of results-based monitoring and evaluation systems for public investment. ADB has also embedded 
itself in development partner coordination on PEFM reforms through the recently established development partner 
PEFM working group, comprised of the World Bank, European Union and several bilateral partners to ensure the 
assistance is delivered in a structured and coordinated approach.  
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development partner evaluation in 2014 suggested that future ADB loans to support SOE reform 
and other public sector management issues may be strengthened by focusing more on 
institutional and policy based issues, through the use of policy based lending modality, rather 
than standalone project-based interventions.  
 
31. Other development partner assistance. ADB support in public sector management 
must recognize there are a number of other development partners active in the sector and future 
support will need to be developed in close collaboration with them.27 Of particular relevance are 
the large amounts of technical assistance already being provided to the government in the areas 
of revenue and taxation reform and in public procurement reform (see Development Partners 
Coordination Matrix).28 In seeking to support public financial management reform, ADB’s value 
added is likely to be maximized by engaging more deeply on issues related to expenditure and 
investment quality, particularly those that have strong synergies with ongoing ADB operations. In 
state-owned enterprise reform, ADB can deepen its role as a lead development partner by 
playing a stronger coordinating role for the assistance being provided by the World Bank and 
JICA.29 

 
32. Developing a more strategic approach to public sector management. The continuing 
enhancement of public sector management will be vital components of ADB’s strategy to assist 
the government achieve its goals of inclusive economic growth, and to meet the demands of an 
emerging, dynamic market economy. In line with the government’s reform priorities, and ADB’s 
own comparative advantages, ADB will prioritize the development of three strategic pillars of 
support. This will include support to develop a more efficient, transparent and accountable 
budget management system, encouraging private sector and SME development to serve as a 
catalyst for job creation and enterprise development, and continuing ADB’s leadership in support 
of state-owned enterprise reform. Under each pillar, ADB will aim to develop a long-term 
programmatic approach, utilizing a combination of technical assistance and policy-based lending, 
to encourage deeper staff engagement on key policy issues. Specific priorities under each of 
these three priorities are listed below.   
 

 The Improving Public Expenditure Quality policy based loan and technical 
assistance program will support more efficient, transparent and accountable budget 
management. To maximize the programs impact, ADB will employ a long-term 
programmatic approach to address both national and subnational level PEFM issues. 
Crucially, the program’s impact will be strongly aligned to the objectives of the FDS 
2011–2020 and will improve the provision of infrastructure and service delivery to lift 
living standards and reduce poverty.  

 

 The Strengthening Private Sector for Innovation Led Growth policy-based loan 
program will focus on improving the business enabling environment and strengthening 
innovation. These efforts will be closely aligned to the Mekong Business Initiative, and 
other complementary work undertaken by the Private Sector Operations Department as 
well as other development partners. 

 

 The SOE reform program will shift away from supporting individual SOEs towards 
broader sector reform. This approach will emphasize policies that minimize the role of 
government as an owner of enterprise and strengthen its capacity as a regulator. In 

                                                
27

  ADB. 2016. Vietnam Development Partners Coordination Matrix. Manila 
28

  This includes by the World Bank, European Union, GIZ and the International Monetary Fund. 
29

  See development partner coordination linked document for details. 
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particular, a focus will be placed on improving corporate governance and financial 
performance in entities that are responsible for the provision of essential public 
infrastructure and services.  
 

 ADB’s experience indicates that the internal capacity of SOEs themselves is a 
major barrier to SOE reform. ADB technical assistance resources will therefore be 
directed towards technical advice that can be drawn upon by SOEs on an as needed 
basis. Such an approach will provide flexibly to SOE’s at varying stages of their reform 
process to address specific issues, or fill unforeseen technical knowledge gaps. This 
assistance could, for example, provide support for preparing and administrating 
corporate, operational, or financial restructuring. The program will be developed in close 
collaboration with other development partners.  
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Problem Tree for Public Sector Management 
 
 
   

  
  
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 2 

Effects 
 Inefficient allocation of budgetary resources coupled with weak accountability for implementation 

performance, particularly at subnational levels  

 Private sector investment crowded out, productivity  growth hampered and constrained ability  of local firms 
to compete in global markets 

 Lack of competition in sectors of the economy still dominated by SOEs 

 Unnecessary fiscal burden create from transfers to poorly performing SOEs and lower tax revenue 
 

Complex business regulatory 
environment preventing private 

sector development   

Weak foundations for private 
sector and SME development  
 

Poorly designed laws and policies, 
particularly those related to SME 
development, limiting benefits of 
reform efforts 
 
Limited inputs of private sector into 
policy making processes  
 
 

Distorting impact of state 
owned enterprises 

 
Weak governance and distorting 
impact of SOEs crowding out 
private sector enterprise and 
soaking up scarce capital 
 
Conflict of interest between 
ownership and regulation of 
SOEs leading to poor policy 
choices 
 

 

Weaknesses in budget and public 
financial management systems 

 
Capacity and procedural gaps in 
Government procurement and 
tendering systems 
 
Weak revenue collection systems and 
policies that erode the revenue base 
 
Inadequate and poorly implemented 
PEFM laws and systems that 
contribute to low returns from public 
investment  
 
Low budget credibility which create 
unplanned fiscal risks 
 
Weak accountability and monitoring 
and evaluation systems that limit 
accountability for performance 
 
 

Productivity growth dragged 
down by inefficient state 

production 

Root Causes 

Core Problems 

Poor public investment choices 
and public assets poorly 

managed    

Appendix 1 


